
An Innovative, Sustainable  
Unit-Dose Management System  
for Long-Term Care

Introducing FlexRx™ One, the next-generation blister 
pack that’s transforming the way long-term care teams 
handle medication. 

Discover what makes this new blister pack the best 
option for long-term care teams.

FlexRx™ One 
Medication 

Management 
System

Ease of Use
Discover the simplicity that sets FlexRx One apart.

• Effortless medication dispensing: Easily push medications from the 
blister directly into medication cups.

• Unparalleled visibility: Medications are prominently displayed against 
a colored background, ensuring no small or white tablets go unnoticed. 
Patient information remains visible and protected by a plastic header  
until time for removal.

• HIPAA compliance made simple: Quickly and easily remove patient 
information from the pack before disposal, saving time and adhering  
to HIPAA regulations.

Superior Seal Performance
Experience the difference with FlexRx One’s superior seal.

• Secure medication transport: The pack stays sealed, preventing 
spills during transportation and use, while eliminating the mess of 
medications spilling into carts during administration. 

• Tamper-evident design: Easily identify whether medication 
compartments have been accessed, ensuring medication integrity  
while maintaining accurate dose regimens. 

Eco-Friendly & Responsible
FlexRx One doesn’t just excel in functionality – it’s environmentally 
conscious, too.

• Renewable materials: The blister component is crafted from  
recyclable Bio-PET made from renewable resources.

• Sustainable packaging: The label material is certified for responsible  
forest management and chain of custody, aligning with our  
commitment to a greener future.
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HIPAA Compliance,  
Streamlined
Complying with HIPAA regulations has 
never been this convenient:

1. Pinch the back label 
below the patient 
information area, as 
indicated.

2. Tear off the top piece 
of the label containing 
patient information.

3. The full label with 
protected health 
information is ready to 
be disposed of according 
to HIPAA Privacy and 
Security Rules. 
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FlexRxTM One Medication 
Management System

Simple Medication Access  
in Three Steps 

Using FlexRx One is as easy as 1-2-3.

1. Locate the appropriate medication compartment and 
position a medication cup underneath. 

3. The medication falls into the cup and is now ready  
for the patient to take.

2. From the blister side, use your thumbs to push the 
medication through the back label.
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